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Anybody who grows up in the South knows something about 
ghosts, whether you accept their presence or not . For Gregg Allman, 
there is much in his past that haunts him, and he confronts many 
of those ghosts in his long-time-coming memoir, My Cross to Bear . 
Now in his mid-sixties, a man humbled finally by drug and alcohol 
abuse, his life salvaged by a liver transplant, undertakes an unflinch-
ing review of the rough-and-tumble path from shy kid to blues rocker 
who admits all he ever wanted to do was play music . Good things 
happened along the way, personally and professionally, and plenty 
of wicked ones as well . Allman deals with most of them head-on, 
though there are a few self-serving sidesteps and rationalizations . At 
other junctures, he’s crassly frank, especially regarding women .

One ghost haunting every page is Duane, the older brother and 
protector lost early and, Allman admits, remembered every day 
since that fatal motorcycle crash in 1971 . The brothers were always 
close, united by the murder of their father by a hitchhiker when they 
were toddlers, and an overwhelmed mother scratching to survive . “I 
don’t have the slightest memory of my father, nothing,” Allman says . 
“As far as I was concerned, it was always the three of us—my mom, 
Duane and me .”

It was Gregg who bought the first guitar and began learning to 
play, but it was Duane who commandeered the old Sears and began 
“a real love affair with the guitar,” leading his brother to compare his 

playing to “an angel flying through 
the air .” It also was Duane who 
always held the faith that the broth-
ers would together find their way 
into the music world, refusing to let 
Gregg quit, even when the early days 
on the road took its toll . 

It’s in delivering that early his-
tory—from playing local dances to 
the Allman Joys and Hour Glass—
that Gregg’s drawl comes alive as he 
looks back at hardscrabble days on 
the road, crooked promoters and 
managers, unappreciative crowds in 
crummy bars, and figuring out how 
to write songs . He recalls the broth-
ers picking up licks wherever they could find them, and learning 
songs from every 45 they could get their hands on . Allman admits he 
became a singer out of necessity, since Duane was the guitarist, and 
he later took on the keyboards because that’s what the band needed .

That band, when it finally came together, was the Allman Brothers . 
According to Allman, he had his doubts when the call came in 1969 
from Duane to get back to Macon because he was the finishing piece . 
When he saw the line-up Duane had created—two drummers, two 
lead guitarists—he admits his first thought was “sounds like a train 
wreck .” But once they started playing, a magic began that has sur-
vived, despite some ups and downs, for more than forty years . 

“Our thing was so perfect, and on paper it shouldn’t have been,” 
Allman recalls . “The way I saw it, fate brought a certain group of 
musicians together who just blended perfectly .”

Once the ride began, there was no stopping as the Allman Broth-
ers broke new ground with a unique sound, never losing Duane and 
Gregg’s long-standing love for R&B and the blues . The pinnacle for 
the band’s original line-up came in 1971 with the live recording that 
become At Fillmore East, an acknowledged classic . Tragedy struck 
shortly thereafter when Duane was killed, and a year later bassist 
Berry Oakley also died—both obviously hard stories for Allman to 
tell . But the band hung together and kept going, mainly, as Allman 
recalls, just to survive .

Always there was alcohol and drugs—lots of both—that plagued 
Allman, who recalls at least eighteen losing attempts at rehab . There 
also were plenty of women, and six divorces (Allman talks candidly 
about his bizarre relationship with Cher), but always more music, 
whether with ABB or solo . 

Ultimately, My Cross to Bear is laced with stories that illuminate a 
wild and crazy life, but also add valuable history and perspective to 
some great rock ’n’ roll times . Yet in the end, a newly sober Allman’s 
parting words are, “But I don’t know if I’d do it again .” –Gary Carter
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